
MOSQUITO ZAPPER – AR0031 

 

Easy mosquito killer 

Instructions for use 

- During charging, turn the power switch to "OFF" position, pull out the power plug completely 

and insert it into the 100/220V-60/50Hz power outlet. Charging time is 10-12 hours at a time; 

after charging, plug the unit back in.  

- Method of illumination and mosquito elimination: Turn the power switch to "0N2" position, 

press and hold the button switch, the working indicator light will light up, and the metal mesh in 

the center will have about 3000V DC high voltage (do not touch). Hold the handle of the 

mosquito racket firmly and rotate it so that the feeding grid contacts the mosquitoes. After use, 

release the push button switch, the working indicator will turn off and the feeding grid will be 

cut off. When the power switch is set to "Light ON1" position, the LED light turns on and the 

illumination is used at that time; when the button switch is pressed, the mosquito killer and 

illumination can be used simultaneously.  

- Usage time: When fully charged, the mosquito killer can be used for about one week. Please 

charge it for 4-8 hours before using it for the first time; when the battery runs out, please fully 

charge it in time. If you do not use the mosquito killer for a long time, please charge it for more 

than 8 hours every three months, otherwise the battery life will be shortened.  

Precautions for use 

- This product looks like a tennis racket, but it is not a toy, please keep it away from children. 

Charge the battery in time, do not use it while charging and keep it away from flammable and 

explosive materials.  

- Do not use it in places where flammable and explosive gases or liquids are stored, and do not 

touch conductive metal objects on the surface of the grille.  

- Do not let the product get wet or damp. Mosquito residue removed from the surface of the 

grid can be removed with a soft brush or a few taps. Do not rinse the metal grille with water, 

spray it or wipe it with a wet towel to avoid short circuits.  



- If the weather is humid, and the mosquito killer can absorb moisture, the exterminating effect 

will be reduced. It should be dried in time or dried in the sun, and the fly swatter will recover 

automatically.  

Scope of application 

Since this product is an electronic mosquito killer, it is not suitable for barns, livestock storage 

and similar places, but it is suitable for indoor use. 

 

Thank you for purchasing this series of products. 

 


